
Comments about Pam Boss upon receipt of the Preparata Award 
 

My first involvement with Pam and her husband Roger started when they were in 
route to San Diego from Ohio to start their jobs.   We got word of a freeze on all 
hiring, including not honoring commitments that had been made.  We decided 
that since they were already travelling on official government travel orders, they 
were quasi “on-board” and we made it official when they arrived.  In retrospect, 
that was a very good decision.    For those who might think that I violated an order, 
the offence is beyond the statute of limitations and being retired now, I can tell 
the story. 
 
Pam quickly established a reputation as an outstanding employee.  All of you know 
her for her work in LENR but that has never been her main job.  In addition to 
more than 30 peer-reviewed papers related to LENR, she is also widely published 
in other fields with an additional 30+ peer reviewed papers.  If you count peer 
reviewed papers, conference proceedings, and book chapters, it’s over 160 in 
total.  She holds more patents than any other woman in the history of the lab at 17 
with 5 more pending. 
 
One example of her work involved the use of phages, which are viruses that kind 
of look like a little dot with long legs.  Individual phages are sensitive to specific 
contaminants and poisons like anthrax   Pam developed a method to attach the 
phage head down onto a grid on a silicon chip.  That way, they were able to bind 
to the specific contaminants and the chip could be interrogated to determine what 
was present.  The patent that she received for this work was selected as the Patent 
of the Year at SPAWAR. 
 
At the time of the announcement in 1989, Pam was working on high energy 
density batteries for torpedo propulsion.   She and Stan Szpak immediately started 
conducting cold fusion experiments, and all of the experimental results, papers, 
and patents related to LENR since that time never exceeded about one quarter of 
her time since she needed to continue to work on “funded” projects.   
 
Having Pam working on LENR has frequently made my life exciting.  I was the 
release authority for the 30+ peer-reviewed articles in LENR.  More than once I 
was asked by my bosses about the papers that we were publishing in this 



controversial field and I would tell them that Pam had conducted experiments, 
repeated the experiments to validate the results and then reported the results in 
peer-reviewed journals.  This is the scientific method. 
 
In 2002, I was the release authority on a two volume collection of papers totaling 
316 pages that we and others including Martin Fleischmann, Melvin Miles, and 
Scott Chub had written that we titled Thermal and Nuclear Aspects of the Pd/D2O 
System, A decade of Research.   In addition to being authors on several of the 
papers, Stan Szpak and Pam were the editors.  Not only did I sign off as the release 
authority, I was asked to write the preface.  I didn’t expect anyone to read the 
preface and even if they started, they wouldn’t read the whole thing so in the last 
paragraph, I wrote:  
  
“As I write this Foreword, California is experiencing rolling blackouts due to power 
shortages.  Conventional engineering, planned ahead could have prevented these 
blackouts but it has been politically expedient to ignore the inevitable. We do not 
know if Cold Fusion will be the answer to future energy needs, but we do know the 
existence of the Cold Fusion phenomenon through repeated observations by 
scientists throughout the world.  It is time that this phenomenon be investigated 
so that we can reap whatever benefits accrue from additional scientific 
understanding.  It is time for government funding organizations to invest in this 
research.” 
 
Out of 316 pages of very good papers, this paragraph was discovered by the media 
and it became the big news item.  We were interviewed by the Sunday Times of 
London, various newspapers in the U.S. and the New Scientist wrote the first of 
two articles that they’ve done about our work.  I also got a lot of attention from 
my upper management and it was with great relief that I could say that Pam had 
done the work. 
 
I started to worry that someone from above might wake up and realize that we 
were generating nuclear reactions and producing radiation in our lab.  In fact, we 
had published papers stating as much.  We compiled a list of everyone that we had 
briefed so if anyone every suddenly realized that we were conducting experiments 
that produced nuclear reactions including high energy particles and radiation, we 
could report that we had briefed people including the CNO and CNR on the 



military side and civilian leaders in the Navy, DOD, DTRA, and others.  We were 
hiding in plain sight!  
 
Pam’s thorough, detailed, and professional attributes always pulled us through 
potential landmines.  One example was the ACS meeting in 2009.  It was 20 years 
to the day from the announcement in 1989 and it was in the same city, Salt Lake 
City.  Pam presented our CR-39 data included triple tracks that were indicative of 
14.1 MeV neutrons from D-T fusion.  The combination of time, location, and 
neutrons combined to create critical mass and the story went viral.  In my hotel 
room that night, I watched on the web as we showed up on Drudge Report, Yahoo 
Science, web newspapers in the U.S. and throughout the night the story 
propagated around the world.  Recalling the media circus that greeted 
Fleischmann and Pons, I considered that it might be best if we checked out of the 
hotel that we were staying in and registered someplace under different names.  
Over the next few days, the CBS Discovery Science channel program Brink did a 
segment and it was the cover of the Economist in addition to many other stories.  
Unlike what happened to Fleischmann and Pons, I had Pam and her data to 
respond to inquiries and in fact, by now the upper management at SPAWAR was 
getting used to these events and they too, knew that Pam could cover for all of us. 
 
She is far more than just a scientist.  She and Roger have 3 sons and one day when 
Pam was doing some painting at home, one of her sons told her that she should 
become a painter, instead of being "just a regular mom".  
 
A couple more stories.  Don’t be fooled by Pam’s quiet demeanor.   There was one 
example where a member of this community published a paper that challenged a 
paper that Pam and others had authored.  When her son found out, he said—you 
mean that someone said that Mom was wrong IN PRINT!  Does he know what he 
has done?  It didn’t trigger a nuclear reaction from Pam.  That would have been 
too quick and easy.  Instead, Pam published another paper that went through the 
details of each claim and professionally shredded the person who dared to 
challenge her work.  It was a slam dunk! 
 
In another case, when Shanahan wrote a rebuttal to a review article by Krivit and 
Marwan where he raised a number of issues in the areas of calorimetry, heat after 
death, elemental transmutation, energetic particle detection using CR-39, and the 



temporal correlation between heat and helium-4.  Pam took the lead to respond.  
She organized and co-authored “A new look at low-energy nuclear reactions 
(LENR) research: a response to Shanahan.”  In addition to Pam, the authors 
included Jan Marwan, Mike McKubre, Fran Tanzella, Peter Hagelstein, Mel Miles, 
Mitchell Swartz, Ed Storms, Prof. Iwamura, and Larry Forsley.  There may be a lot 
of disagreements between those authors but Pam pulled them together to land a 
knock-out punch.  When last seen, Shanahan was crawling back under a rock.   
 
I think that I’ll end my story telling now because as I know, Pam always gets the 
last word. 
 
The theme of this conference is “Applying the scientific method” and Pam is an 
outstanding example of that.  I’m convinced that the solid application of the 
scientific method is responsible for our recent success in getting the patent titled 
“System and Method for Generating Particles” that was issued 3 months ago.   
 
I first met Giuliano Preparata at ICCF-2 in Como Italy.  I remember him as a colorful 
individual even by Italian Standards.  He was not shy about defending his ideas.  He 
was also very smart.  I’m sure that he would be proud to have Pam receive this 
recognition that was named after him. 
 
Everyone working in LENR has benefitted from Pam’s thorough, detailed, and 
honest professionalism and it has been my great privilege to work with her.  She is 
most deserving of this recognition. 
 
 
 
 


